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By 2045, the proportion of diabetic patients is expected to increase by 51 % worldwide and yet, the only marketed treatment available is through subcutaneous injection of insulin on a daily basis.[1](#chem202000773-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} For both Type 1 and 2 diabetes, the production of insulin by the β‐cells of pancreatic islets is either relatively absent due to autoimmune reaction (Type 1) or inappropriate to cover high blood glucose concentration due to the development of insulin resistance by the body (Type 2). Hence, patients face hyperglycemia, with the symptoms associated to it, and their threatened life relies on insulin delivery from external sources. On top of the discomfort felt during needle injections, complications like skin infections can occur.[2](#chem202000773-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} While these major drawbacks would be eliminated by oral administration of insulin, it remains an issue that the pharmaceutical industry is still challenged to tackle. The reason is that the oral bioavailability is far from reaching subcutaneous injection levels, in which 100 % of the injected dose is immediately disponible in the blood. Because of its high molecular weight, insulin is scarcely bioavailable, the susceptibility to gastric and intestinal proteolysis is high and the permeability across the intestinal barrier, low. Hopefully, owing to the recent development of *smart* drug (nano)carriers, the impact of these parameters on the resulting oral bioavailability can be downgraded. For instance, very recently, a self‐orienting millimeter‐applicator has been developed to inject insulin through the gastric mucosa and plasma concentration comparable to subcutaneous or intragastric injection has been reported for the very first time.[3](#chem202000773-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Even though this represents a major breakthrough, potential chronic side effects such as mucosa perforation or body response to a foreign millimeter‐sized device have to be envisaged. Differently, owing to their nanometer‐scale size, mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) can simultaneously penetrate the cellular epithelial membrane safely while carrying their protected cargoes.[4](#chem202000773-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} More specifically, dendritic (i.e., dendrimer‐like) MSNs (DMSNs) offer customizable pores in the range 6--20 nm, large enough to host insulin, and almost monodispersed particle size distribution in the range 50--100 nm, which is small enough to navigate through the epithelial intestinal barrier.[5](#chem202000773-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}

Herein, we report the successful nanoconfinement of insulin into the dendritic mesopores of DMSNs as a promising way to significantly reduce the release/degradation in the stomach (pH 1.2) and enhance the transport of insulin towards the intestine (pH 7.4).[6](#chem202000773-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} DMSNs of various pore sizes have been designed and a thiol‐functionality was anchored on the free silica surface as a potential permeation and mucoadhesion enhancer.[7](#chem202000773-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} Highly reproducible loadings of insulin were achieved through electrostatic attraction between the oppositely charged insulin and DMSNs. The insulin‐confined DMSNs were then tableted with a pH‐responsive whey protein, namely succinylated β‐lactoglobulin (BL). The combination of DMSNs and BL is essential to synergistically refrain the degradation at pH 1.2 and enhance both the release at pH 7.4 and the cellular transport of insulin. Fluorescent images provided evidence to support the hypothesis that DMSNs are nanoparticles of choice to overcome the permeation limitations faced by most peptides and especially insulin. Finally, mechanistic insights into the modulation of the in vitro metabolic activity of human epithelial colon cells (HCEC) through the mediation of DMSNs have been gained using an insulin‐containing/deprived experimental setup.

The formation of DMSNs takes place at the interface of the organic/aqueous phases during the synthesis. DMSNs of various pore sizes have been obtained upon changing the nature of the organic phase. As the organic solvent is suggested to be located in between the alkyl chains of the CTAC surfactant, it can be well understood that from a linear solvent (hexane) to a cyclic one (cyclohexane) and further to an aromatic ring (toluene), the in situ generated steric hindrance differs greatly, which in turn permitted to precisely control the swelling of the pores at the nanometer scale. N~2~ isotherms supported this hypothesis since from hexane to toluene, the condensation step in the isotherms shifted to higher relative pressure upon increase of the pore size (Figure [1](#chem202000773-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} d--e, Table S1, Supporting Information). This evolution of the pore structure and the increased particle size from DMSN‐Hex to DMSN‐Tol is also well visible in the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images (Figure [1](#chem202000773-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} a--c). In addition, upon functionalization with thiol groups, the porosity of the resulting DMSN‐SH was reduced as compared to the starting DMSN‐Hex but the particle size did not change (see Figure S1).

![(a--c) TEM images of the DMSNs synthesized with either hexane (DMSN‐Hex), cyclohexane (DMSN‐Cyclo) or toluene (DMSN‐Tol); (d, e) Isotherms and respective pore size distributions obtained from N~2~ physisorption analyses (−196 °C); (f) Particle size distribution of the DMSNs obtained from dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements.](CHEM-26-5195-g001){#chem202000773-fig-0001}

Considering the size of insulin and the pore sizes of the DMSNs, both smaller and larger pore size platforms, i.e., DMSN‐Hex and DMSN‐Tol, respectively, were selected (Figure S2a). The optimal pH of the loading was set to 4 as both parts, i.e., insulin and the different DMSNs, have opposite charges at this specific pH (Figure S2b). As a result, the favorable electrostatic attraction between the positively charged insulin and negatively charged DMSNs[8](#chem202000773-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} permitted to successfully incorporate about 20 wt % of insulin into DMSN‐Hex, DMSN‐Tol and DMSN‐SH (Figures S3 and S4). Furthermore, owing to the confinement of insulin inside DMSNs, the diffraction peaks originating from the semi‐crystalline structure of insulin disappeared and were replaced by a typical amorphous 'halo' (Figure S5).

As depicted in the Scheme [1](#chem202000773-fig-5001){ref-type="fig"}, either pristine insulin or insulin confined into DMSN‐Hex or DMSN‐SH was further tableted with the succinylated β‐lactoglobulin protein in order to obtain different pH‐responsive formulations which were evaluated for their ability to protect insulin at the acidic stage and releasing it, undegraded, in near neutral conditions. In addition, release profiles obtained with BL‐DMSN‐Tol‐Ins, i.e., insulin confined in larger pores of DMSN‐Tol and mixed homogeneously with BL, and a layer‐by‐layer formulation approach are reported as well and discussed in Figure S6 of the SI. Already at the acidic stage, significant variation in the mean comparison could be observed between BL‐Ins and BL‐DMSN‐Ins, as illustrated in Figure [2](#chem202000773-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} (a different representation of the release profiles is available in SI, Figure S6a). While almost 40 % of insulin is eluted from the BL‐Ins tablets after 2 h, only 5 % was released from BL‐DMSN‐Ins (\*\*\*\* *p*\<0.0001) and less than 10 % from BL‐DMSN‐SH‐Ins. In addition to the pH‐responsiveness of BL, confining insulin into DMSNs has permitted to keep it in the pores, undegraded. Since after the acidic stage, the intestinal tract is normally reached, the same tablets were transferred to pH 7.4. In the case of BL‐Ins, a period of 4 h was required for insulin to dissolve completely. Interestingly, for BL‐DMSN‐Ins, the release profile can be divided into two sequences: a slow sustained release in the first two hours, followed by a faster one for the next two hours until ≈80 % release is observed after 24 h. The slow release observed within the first 2 h at pH 7.4 can therefore offer a window for the DMSNs to transport, within their pores, the loaded insulin through the epithelial barrier. A different release profile was obtained with the thiolated‐DMSNs tablets. Here, thiol groups were anchored through post‐synthesis grafting on the surface of DMSNs, as they are believed to enhance the permeability of the nanocarriers.[7](#chem202000773-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} However, in addition to a poor release as compared to BL‐Ins and BL‐DMSN‐Ins (Figure [2](#chem202000773-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} a), the fragmentation of insulin in its chain A, named Frag. 2 with a molecular weight of 2377 Da and chain B, named Frag. 1 with a molecular weight of 3431 Da, was witnessed and is supported by mass spectrometry (MS) data (Figure [2](#chem202000773-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} c--d).[9](#chem202000773-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Once at pH 7.4, the tablets started to erode and thiol groups present at the surface of DMSN‐SH deprotonate, and R‐S^−^ species should predominate under these conditions. Thereafter, the disulfide bond holding the two chains of insulin together is likely to be reduced releasing the two distinct chains. Although, thiol groups have been investigated as permeation enhancer, according to our results, their use would be at the cost of potential protein unfolding which could lead to the loss of the pharmacological activity.[10](#chem202000773-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Thus far, this undesired reductive activity of thiolated‐nanocarriers has not been reported in the literature. Nevertheless, such an issue might be avoided through the replacement of the original disulfide bond with a diselenide bridge which was shown to be resistant against reduction.[11](#chem202000773-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}

![Scheme representing the loading of insulin inside DMSNs and the formulation of the BL tablets for the release tests (ZP stands for Zeta‐potential).](CHEM-26-5195-g006){#chem202000773-fig-5001}

![(a) Cumulative release of insulin from the different tablets immersed 2 h at pH 1.2 and subsequently at pH 7.4. Data shown as mean ± SE (*n*=3), Significant difference express \*\**p*\<0.01, \*\*\*\**p*\<0.0001, One‐way ANOVA and Fisher Test; (b--d) MS characterization of the released insulin or the fragments of insulin at different time periods in correlation with their respective proportion.](CHEM-26-5195-g002){#chem202000773-fig-0002}

Once they have reached the intestinal lumen, DMSNs would have to carry insulin across the epithelium. Various pathways can be followed by the nanoparticles to reach the systemic circulation, however the transcellular transport remains the most likely path considering the surface area of the epithelial membrane.[12](#chem202000773-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Apart from the transport mechanism, nanocarriers with smaller particle size (≈100 nm) and negative surface charge are assumed to increase the permeation across the intestinal membrane while reducing their hepatic and splenic accumulation; although, depending on the surface chemistry, some positively charged nanoparticles have also shown enhanced cellular interactions.[13](#chem202000773-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} As supported by our characterization, pure DMSNs and DMSN‐SH materials have both a hydrodynamic diameter in water of around 150 nm and a negative surface charge above pH 3 which match well the above‐mentioned criteria. Therefore, the ability of pure DMSNs, DMSN‐SH, and insulin to be efficiently internalized by intestinal cells was tested using HCEC cells through live cell imaging. The resulting confocal microscopy images are presented in Figures [3](#chem202000773-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, 4, S7 and S8. Prior to the experiment, DMSNs and insulin were coupled with Rhodamine (Rhod) or FITC fluorescent probes (see SI for more details). As it can be observed in the Figure S7, Ins‐FITC was insufficiently taken up by the cells until at least 3 h. This supports the interpretation that insulin requires a performant shuttle to be transported through the intestinal epithelium and to help overcome oral bioavailability issues which were previously described in vivo.[7b](#chem202000773-bib-0007b){ref-type="ref"} On the other hand, DMSNs penetrated efficiently the cytoplasm, as illustrated in Figure [3](#chem202000773-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}. Indeed, the presence of DMSN‐FITC was monitored through time‐dependent kinetic experiments. After already 2 h of incubation, DMSN‐FITC were present in the cytoplasm and the density of internalized DMSNs increased progressively up to 20 h of incubation. In order to prove that the cellular uptake of the DMSNs was not probe‐dependent, a second fluorescent label, i.e., Rhod, was coupled to DMSNs. The ability of DMSN‐Rhod and DMSN‐SH‐Rhod to penetrate the cells was also confirmed, as shown in Figure S8. It makes no doubt that DMSNs are good candidates to enhance protein permeation. Therefore, Ins‐FITC was loaded in non‐labeled DMSN‐Hex and the resulting DMSN‐Ins‐FITC assembly was incubated with the cells for 2 h. The signal intensity from Ins‐FITC confined in DMSNs was compared to Ins‐FITC in its free form, similarly incubated. The resulting images, presented in Figure [4](#chem202000773-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} a, clearly show a higher concentration of Ins‐FITC inside the cells when transported in DMSNs (red arrows). Moreover, from the cross section of the *z* stack presented in Figure [4](#chem202000773-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} b, we could confirm that within the 2 h period, the DMSN‐Ins‐FITC were reaching the cell membrane of HCEC cells.

![Live cell fluorescence images of the uptake of FITC‐labeled DMSNs by HCEC cells after 2 h, 6 h or 20 h. FITC is represented in light blue and the plasma membrane in white.](CHEM-26-5195-g003){#chem202000773-fig-0003}

![Live cell fluorescence imaging of HCEC cells incubated with Ins‐FITC or DMSN‐Ins‐FITC for 2 h; (a) 2D images and (b) Zoom in the vertical cross‐section of the 3D cut stack. The plasma membrane is represented in white and, the fluorescence coming from Ins‐FITC in light blue.](CHEM-26-5195-g004){#chem202000773-fig-0004}

As insulin confined into DMSNs appeared to interact with the membrane of intestinal cells, we performed additional experiments in order to verify if our observation could be accompanied also by a functional readout. The effects of unconfined insulin and insulin confined in both pure and thiol‐modified DMSNs on the metabolic activity of HCEC cells have thus been compared and the results are presented in Figure [5](#chem202000773-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}. To verify the efficacy of the transport, HCEC cells were deprived of insulin supplement (10 μg mL^−1^) which is originally present in the culture media, thus generating a starvation condition mimicking pathological lack of the protein (see SI for the experimental details). Because of its pivotal role in many metabolic cascade reactions, such as glucose metabolism, lipogenesis, glycogen synthesis, insulin deprivation is supposed to considerably reduce the metabolic activity of the cells.[14](#chem202000773-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} In turn, this enabled us to test whether the DMSN‐based systems could maintain viable cell activity under these conditions. In "starvation" condition, i.e., in absence of insulin in the medium, the incubation with DMSN‐Ins and DMSN‐SH‐Ins triggered a significant increase of the metabolism of the Alamar Blue (AB) reagent in comparison to the incubation with the same insulin but in non‐confined form. This difference was reduced by the incubation in complete medium, implying that the metabolic need of the cells enhances the response of the test system. Along that line, longer incubation time (6 h) allowed to observe similar increase in dye metabolism when insulin was applied with the DMSNs both in presence or absence of the supplement, suggesting that insulin starvation might contribute to improve the kinetics of the observed effect.

![In vitro assay based on the presence (no starvation) or absence (starvation) of insulin in the culture media of HCEC cells prior to the incubation of different treatments: commercial human insulin at the concentration 10 or 15 μg mL^−1^, insulin confined in pure DMSNs or thiol‐functionalized DMSN‐SH at the concentration equivalent to 15 μg mL^−1^ of insulin. One‐way ANOVA and Fisher Test expressed significant difference by \**p*\<0.05, \*\**p*\<0.01, \*\*\**p*\<0.001.](CHEM-26-5195-g005){#chem202000773-fig-0005}

Altogether, our results described a robust and versatile functional solid dosage for the oral delivery of insulin. We have demonstrated that, already in vitro, the acidic release of insulin from BL‐Ins, that is, DMSN‐free tablets, was above the recommended limit and the cellular permeation of unformulated insulin was clearly insufficient. When confined in the pores of DMSNs, the release of insulin in gastric fluid was lowered down to acceptable threshold (less than 10 %) and the enhanced permeation of labeled insulin (Ins‐FITC) was evidenced by confocal fluorescence microscopy. Despite the mucoadhesive properties of thiol groups, proteolysis of insulin was witnessed, and it might therefore not be the most appropriate formulation strategy. In contrast, pure DMSNs provided all the ideal benefits for insulin nanocarriers. Small particle size and tunable large pores along with a negatively charged surface allowed a simultaneous high protein loading and efficient epithelial cell uptake, while incorporation of the nanocarriers in a smart pH‐sensitive protein formulation prevented the premature gastric release and degradation of insulin.
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